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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
13 October 2018      
 
MARC LEISHMAN  ( -19) 
 
 
Q.  Well, Marc, one round to go, tied for the 54-hole lead.  Just some thoughts heading 
into Sunday? 
 
MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, playing good.  Putter cooled down a little bit there on the back 
nine, but happy with the way I'm hitting it.  Still feeling good over the ball, so looking forward 
to tomorrow and having a good round. 
 
Q.  You three will be playing together again.  Just your impression of your playing 
partners and how they play? 
 
MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, they're playing good.  I think we're all playing well.  Whoever 
ends up winning tomorrow, whether in my group or not, is going to (inaudible).  Hopefully, it's 
me, but we'll have to do something good tomorrow. 
 
Q.  And talk a little bit about what it might take tomorrow to get it done. 
 
MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, I mean, it's going to be something pretty low, I would think.  If 
you can get to 25, that's got to be a really good start, but who knows what the weather does 
or with the wind and what they do with the pins.  Got to take what the day gives you and 
hope you can play good. 
 
Q.  Marc, well played.  Just give us your assessment of the day. 
 
MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, probably a story of two nines.  Played the first 10 holes really 
well, the putter cooled off a little bit, but hung in there and to shoot 5 under.  Happy with the 
round, gave myself a good chance tomorrow, so hopefully I can be hot like I was that first 10 
holes today and see how we end up. 
 
Q.  Is it how the course is set up, the front nine is a little bit more gettable and the 
back nine is a little bit trickier? 
 
MARC LEISHMAN:  Yeah, I think so.  There's some tougher holes on the back nine, for 
sure, particularly if you're missing fairways.  If you hit it on the fairway, most of the holes are 
very gettable.  If you're missing them, there's a few holes on the back nine there that are 
quite tough.  I unfortunately had a couple of bogeys, but hung in there, didn't let it get away 
from me and still in there with a chance. 
 
Q.  Are you surprised by the scores?  Even with the new grass, the scores are still 
kind of low. 
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MARC LEISHMAN:  It is very low.  I'm surprised, but it's playing quite a lot shorter because 
the balls are running out on the fairways so a lot shorter irons into holes if you're hitting the 
fairway.  Yeah, I didn't think it would be like this, but I'm happy to be one of the guys that's 
going low. 
  


